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There's something out there: a juggernaut of evil bearing down to crush the Republic - unless one

lone Jedi, shunned and reviled, can stop it. Revan: hero, traitor, conqueror, villain, savior. A Jedi

who left Coruscant to defeat Mandalorians -and returned a disciple of the dark side, bent on

destroying the Republic. The Jedi Council gave Revan his life back, but the price of redemption was

high. His memories have been erased. All that's left are nightmares - and deep, abiding fear. What

exactly happened beyond the Outer Rim? Revan can't quite remember, yet can't entirely forget.

Somehow he stumbled across a terrible secret that threatens the very existence of the Republic.

With no idea what it is, or how to stop it, Revan may very well fail, for he's never faced a more

powerful and diabolic enemy. But only death can stop him from trying.
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I don't think Drew Karpyshyn properly grasped how much emotional investment fans of Knights of

the Old Republic have tied up in this story, these characters, and the ending that never seemed to

come; if he had, this novel probably wouldn't have turned out the way it did. It might be unfair to

judge this novel the way I am right now, since the bias here can't be understated. It's been seven

years since I played both games of the KotOR series for the first time, which was one of the most

memorable gaming experiences I've had in my life. Since then, I've played the games many times

over, always wondering what happened to Revan, the Exile, and their respective companions.THE

OLD REPUBLIC: REVAN attempts to give those of us who've been waiting for more than half a



decade some form of closure, but instead manages to effectively kick all of the loose plotlines into a

shallow grave, and plant a big sign on top of it that reads, "You happy now? Move on."To start off:

don't let the title and that picture of the eponymous hero trick you. This book is NOT about Revan; if

anything, only a third of the book's scant 280 pages actually centers on him. The rest follows a

previously unknown Sith pureblood called Lord Scourge: a Dark Lord with a name so campy that his

dark side compatriots can't help but poke fun at it. For reasons that I'll probably never understand,

this Lord Scourge is the absolute focus of the book.

-Some Spoilers Below-The book started off strong, and it was enjoyable and interesting seeing how

Bastila and Revan (as well as Canderous) have carried on throughout the years after the events of

the KOTOR 1-2. However, too many characters were simply swept under the rug. Carth Onasi was

never mentioned at all, in fact.Instead, a lot of time was spent on a new character, Lord Scourge of

the Sith. Besides the ridiculously Dark Side-esque name, I actually didn't mind these segments -

they were an interesting look into the reclusive Sith Empire.Revan and Canderous go on an

interesting quest for Mandalore's Mask, which while it was one of the exciting and awesome

segments of the book, rife with tension and combat sections, had a lot more potential. All the clans

converging on the area in question at once would have made a brilliant cathartic climax to that

plotline of the novel, but instead we get kind of an anticlimatic resolution to the Mandalorian

plotline.After this, the book starts to go downhill. Less and less time is given to Revan; he even gets

captured at one point, his ship shot down with a single shot from the new character Lord Scourge.

And then he proceeds to spend most of the remaining time of the book imprisoned. How exciting, for

the character we had waited to long to see back in action.The exile then makes an appearance, and

is even given a name. She and Scourge actually find common ground in an interesting twist, and

pull off a xanatos gambit which I found myself enjoying, even if Revan had been shunted to the

sidelines for these segments. Revan gets his characteristic mask back right after escaping, and it's

an awesome scene of reclaimed identity and power.

Alright, I could write a really long review highlighting the many, many things I didn't really care for

with this book, however I'll keep myself focused on the title character.As background, I'm a no holds

barred KOTOR (Knights of the Old Republic) junkie. I've probably played and beaten the first game

a couple dozen times at the very least, and the second (much of which I regret Obsidian getting

their hands on) I've played through at least a dozen. Suffice it to say that I have been looking

forward to this novel for quite a long time, how disappointed can one fan get?First and foremost,



Revan is powerful. Kreia stated that looking at Revan was like staring into the heart of the Force.

Training aside, to say looking at him was equivalent to seeing the living, breathing Force. The Force

(can't imagine anyone reading this and not knowing it, but anyway) is the force of life, that energy

that binds all living things together. Now, staring at this man, again, all training aside, would be

overwhelming to say the least. Revan was said to possess immense charisma, so much that he led

much of the Republic military forces and Jedi off to war with the Mandalorians. He was said to be a

brilliant tactician, performing feints and counter-feints that left the Mandalorians in complete

disarray. The Mandalorians (again for the layman out there) are a warrior culture born and bred for

combat. Military tactics, combat styling and synchronized attacks are happenstance thoughts, so to

say that this Jedi came along and did what they did, only far better is to say he was not only

connected to the force on a level unseen before, but also an incredibly intelligent man just as

himself. These traits equal out to an incredibly powerful foe.
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